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              The time to prepare to meet soon-to-be-enacted Canadian data privacy regulations is now. Around the world, the awareness of the need to protect the privacy rights of individuals, including the access, transparency, and security of personal information has never been higher.
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              Office 365 is a powerful collaboration tool, but can organizations be sure it provides the level of DLP capabilities required in today’s ever-morphing threat environment? Discover the benefits of pairing Clearswift with your Office 365 deployment.
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              Whether you are a subscriber to the Inbox Zero mode of email management or prefer to let your unread emails rack up to hundreds or even thousands, there can be little doubt about the sheer volume of email communication.
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              The UK’s Information Commissioner’s Office published update guidance on encryption on 3rd March 2016, amidst concerns that there was a general lack of understanding of how and when to use encryption. It is the lack of appropriate technical measures, such as the use of encryption that has led to a significant number of fines issued in the UK since 2010. There is a risk of bigger fines with the...
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              For those wanting to collaborate on a sensitive document, there are a variety of cloud-based solutions that enable this - for sharing a file or simultaneously editing a document. Use of cloud solutions is also required if large files need to be shared.
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              Learn about the keys to securing any company from the threats that will arise because of Brexit.
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              The end of February. The RSA Conference 2014. Downtown San Francisco with 25,000+ other security professionals. It’s big... really, really big... 400 exhibitors, 500 speakers and tens of thousands of attendees. But what was hot? (Other than the Clearswift of course…)
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                              Top 5 Ways UK Finance Companies Invest Their Cyber Security Budget
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              The top five areas from the results of a survey of 100 senior business decision makers (in descending order of investment) and suggest ways organizations can best shore up defences in each.
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              The ability to communicate and share information – both inside and outside the organization – is key to the success of any modern business. Many industries have a requirement to request or share information for compliance purposes and some of that data will be sensitive in nature. For example, HR teams receiving copies of passports, driver’s licenses and bank details for new employees, healthcare...
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                              How to Protect Your Organization from Advanced Persistent Threats 
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              The motivations for APT attacks are many and varied. Nation state sponsored, industrial espionage and targeted attacks are primarily designed not to cause disruption, but to steal information.
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              Clearswift’s success and recognition continued last night at the SC Magazine Europe Awards 2014 - we were highly commended in the Innovation Award for Clearswift Adaptive Redaction for Critical Information Protection.
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              To mitigate the threat of data exfiltration, organizations deploy data loss prevention software tools at key egress points – email, web (cloud), and the endpoint. The security software provides visibility of the data being shared (who is sending what to whom) and allows controls to be put in place that prevent sensitive data from leaving the organization and malware from getting in.
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              Email encryption is the process of encrypting or disguising the content of email messages, protecting sensitive information from being read by anyone other than the intended recipient. With the continual evolution and enforcement of data protection laws, email encryption is more necessary than ever before to protect sensitive data from being exposed unauthorized and to mitigate the risk of data...
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                              Improving Control of Regulated ITAR Information
                          

          
        
                          
                  
            
              The United States Government has substantially increased action against organizations and individuals responsible for breaches of the International Traffic in Arms Regulation (ITAR). This poses challenges for global defense corporations as data related to specific technologies may need to be transferred over the Internet or stored locally outside of the United States, in order to make business...
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                              Request a Live Demo
                          

          
        
                          
                  
            
              Whether information is flowing inbound or outbound, Fortra's Clearswift solutions protect and ensure compliance of data across email, web, and the cloud. Let’s discuss the solutions right for your organization. Your specific demo will include: Discussion of your cybersecurity requirements Detailed product demo Opportunity for questions Fill out the form to get started. Want to skip the form and...
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              To assess sender reputation, you can utilize TRUSTmanager, which cross-references connecting SMTP hosts with a continually updated database of reputations provided by Clearswift. The TRUSTmanager assigns one of four reputations based on the hosts' previous spam-related activities: Good Suspicious Neutral Bad Fill out the form to learn more.
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              Thank you for your interest in Fortra's Clearswift. Our trusted solutions can provide you with consistent protection across email, web, cloud, file transfers and endpoints, allowing your teams to collaborate effectively and securely, while providing control and visibility over important sensitive data. For custom pricing, please complete the form and one of our team will be in touch to discuss...
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                              Mitigating Information Security Risks in Microsoft 365
                          

          
        
                          
                  
            
              In this guide, we examine the cybersecurity functionality built into Microsoft 365 and where it falls short when considering the strength of security postures required to meet the increasing level of risk we face today.
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              While the database issues and solutions are well known, the real challenge is around unstructured data, where credit card information finds its way into email and documents, these are then transferred around and outside the organization creating unnecessary risk.
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